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* 

I was born in former Yugoslavia, today’s Serbia. 
After studies, I lived and worked in Belgrade. 

My background, in education and professional experience, spans 
across architecture and design practices, environmental activism for 

sustainable spatial development and collaborative and exhibition 
projects in art field. 

I graduated in Architecture at University of Belgrade, and later set up 
my design studio od-do arhitekti, with colleague Yugoslava Kljakic. I 

was engaged in promoting sustainable practices in the fields of 
architecture and design as a member of NGO Expedito and through my 

own design practice. Parallel to these activities, I had frequent 
collaborations in the areas of arts and photography. 

From 2012, I am based in Milan where I started PhD research at 
Politecnico di Milano, with focus on somatic knowledge applied in 

design education. 
Following upon that, I am developing my own art projects and 

my main interest is in field of art. 
 
 
 
 

Contact 
+39 339 25 800 97 

ilincicnatasa@gmail.com  
20133, Milano 

Italy 
 

mailto:ilincicnatasa@gmail.com


 
 
                                
 
                               

education & skills 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                                                                 
+ FORMAL EDUCATION 

 

+ Scientific High School (Liceo)_Kraljevo, Serbia, YU  

With focus on Mathematics and Natural Sciences, school offered a 
broad knowledge in Literature, English language, Philosophy, History of 
Art and Art practices (as a part of High school educational system that 
involves preparatory training for university). 

+ Faculty of Architecture_University of Belgrade, Serbia, YU 

Studding Architecture included diverse knowledge of architectural 
practices: from Urban Planning, Architectural Structures, Mechanics 
and Material to Fine Arts, History of Architecture and History of Art, and 
developing Architectural Project each year. A selected content of my 
research in final years of study was in the field of Aesthetics and 
Symbolism in Architecture and Art. MA diploma project was focused on 
solar-energy based experimental glass structure design.  

+ PhD research_ Politecnico di Milano, Milan, IT 

Research was focused on the field of education in design and creation 
of Design knowledge. It was developed in IDEA department, leading by 
prof. F. Trabucco and tutor Lucia Rampino.  The research explored the 
question how the form of self-knowledge grounded in somatic 
perceptive processes and practiced by designer, may contribute to 
creation of design knowledge. The whole research process included 
exams on different topics that reinforce research inquiry, publishing 
academic papers and visiting conferences relevant to research theme. 

  

 



 

+ LANGUAGES 

 

English language 

C2 level, IELTS certificate, issued by British Council  

Italian language 

B1.2-B2 level, Italiano L2, issued by Comune di Milano 

Serbo-Croatian  

Mother Tongue 

 

+ SKILLS 

 

Computer skills:  

Adobe Photoshop, Corel Draw, Auto Cad, Microsoft Office, Adobe 
Premier … 

Creative & Technical skills:  

Photography, Drawing, Graphic Design, Prototyping …  

Communication skills:  

Planning, Organizing and Coordinating projects, Research and Writing, 
Communication and Presentation, …  

 



 
experiences 

 

                                                                            0 ::: recent experiences; 2014-2018. 

                     I ::: PhD research; Politecnico di Milano, IDEA department; 2012 - 2014. 

                                   II :::  Exhibition Projects and Collaborations in Art; 1998 -2010. 

III ::: od-do architects; leading personal design practice; 2005 - 2013. 

IV :::  NGO Expedito; collaborator in Center for sustainable spatial development; 2003 - 2011. 

.   

  

  



0                                                                            recent experiences 
                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

  

 

::: The period of  exploration of somatic practices and 
artistic expressions, and going into direction of art … 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                                 ::: developing my own art works;                                         
exploring performative and attentive bodily expressions and daily 
movements, either through self-portraiture or in performative act 
in connection to specific genius loci; works are documented 
through video and photography, and will be published soon on 
following platform: 

                                                                                                        nat.earth   

                                                                                               

                                                                                 ::: taking part of Teatro delle Moire Lachesi 
laboratories; attending diverse somatic practices and performing …  

                                                                                                        www.tetrodellemoire.it  

 

                                                                                               ::: assistant in Pietro Russo design studio;                                                                                                  
responsible for international press and clients, graphic and written 
presentations, as well as assistance in projects developments.  

                                                                                                       www.pietrorusso.com  

 

 

http://www.tetrodellemoire.it/
http://www.pietrorusso.com/


I                                                                                           phd research 
 

 
   

Phd research in IDEA design department at 
Politecnico di Milano, in the field of education in 
design and how somatic perceptive processes can 
contribute to design knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                Research in design knowledge creation 
                                         The research was focused on the initial, explorative stage of the 

design process, when crucial questions are asked and where 
embodied knowledge based on somatosensory self-experiences 
of designer can unveil and uncover new and more profound 
approaches to certain design issues. It was assumed that bodily 
mindful practices can bring more intimate understanding of 
design problems, their tangible outcomes and challenge the 
designer.  

                                         The research brought the question how the form of self-
knowledge grounded in somatic perceptive processes and 
practiced by designer, may contribute to creation of design 
knowledge. Exploration started at origin of the concept of 
embodied knowledge, pointing out the Hellenistic concept of 
“know thyself” as a foundation of any knowledge construction as 
well as the philosophy of Eastern-Asia ancient cultures. This kind 
of knowledge included self-cultivation, self-observation and 
somatic practices where body was inseparable part of the 
inquiry, comparing to today still prevailed approach based on 
Cartesian objective third-person knowledge “about the self”, 
that created estrangement, both in our perception of self and our 
environment.  Facing the challenges of contemporary world as 
overstimulation, alienation, environmental crisis, consumerism, 
alienated interaction with technologies and their rapid 
development, does the role of designer in coping with these 
processes can be enhance through attentive somatic self-
consciousness? 

The research papers were presented at “Forum d’Avignon” in 
France, “Knowing by Designing” conference in Brussels, Belgium 
and STS in Milan, Italy.                                                                                                      

2012 – 2014                                           

university: Politecnico di Milano, IDEA department                                         
tutor: Lucia Rampino 



II                             exhibition projects & art collaborations 
 

 

 

 

Initiating or taking part in diverse art collaborations, 
as a curator of design exhibition, working with artist 
in developing their exhibition strategy, creating set 
designs in theatre, or working as photographer since 
photography has been present as a medium of 
research and my expression through years.  



                     redesign your mind  
                           As a part of od-do team, I initiated 3 year exhibition -  project 

Redesign your mind, dedicated to the affirmation of 
environmentally conscious, poetic and DIY approach in 
design. It's first exhibition took place in 2007 during Belgrade 
design week and second and third were held in O3one gallery in 
Belgrade, in 2008  and 2009. 

RYM project  gathered designers and artists from different fields 
to create concepts and products questioning  the 
environmental and social responsibilities of a design process. 

The opening of exhibition was welcoming the singing and 
poems telling of “Horheskart”, the artistic chorus project 
initiated by known art group Skart. 

2007/2008/2009 

Place: O3one gallery, Belgrade; http://www.o3one.rs  

http://www.o3one.rs/1799/redesign-your-mind-2-22-30-
septembar-2008-otvaranje-u-19h/  

Jovana Bogdanovi ć 

Antipod Miho 

Senja 

Kako Ko 

Ana Kra š Poligon 

http://www.o3one.rs/


                                                                                      Sestres                                                                                                     od-do                                                                           Jovan Topalovic 

 O3one gallery exhibition set & openings by od-do 



artist Boris Sribar                                                                                                                                    how to send a message 
Taking part in two years educational and exhibition project 
guided by artist and professor Milica Tomić, dealing with a 
question “How to produce a contemporary art work and how 
to communicate it with public”.  Thirty Swedish, Norwegian, 
Icelandic, Finnish and Serbian young artists, students and 
architects who participated in this project, confronted with 
the crucial problems of development of an idea, production, 
articulation of an art work as well as defining politics and 
strategies of exhibiting. The final result took a form of 
international exhibition “How to Send a Message” within 45th 
October art salon /”Continental Breakfast” in Belgrade, and 
was funded by NIFCA (Nordic Institute For Contemporary Art).  

The collaboration between architects and artists resulted in 
finding a specific way of exhibiting each individual work: one 
work - one politic and strategy of presentation. Among 16 
artist, Nataša Ilinčić was responsible for the exhibition 
concepts of four artists projects:  Arbetsgruppen (Stockholm), 
Boris Šribar (Belgrade), Jasper Alvaer (Prague) and Dragan 
Đorđević (Belgrade). All works have been placed in different 
locations in Belgrade: in old Belgrade fortress, in the park, on 
the street, below the highway, in the gallery ...    

2003-2004.  

                 Event: 45th October Art Salon, Belgrade                                      
                 http://oktobarskisalon.org  
                 Milica  Tomic: http://milicatomic.wordpress.com 
             

 

 

 

 

                artist  Arbetsgruppen   

http://oktobarskisalon.org/
http://milicatomic.wordpress.com/


artist Dragan Djordjevic 

 

 

 

   artist   Jasper Alvaear 



 

violet fire opera_set design   

Set design for  Violet fire  opera, dedicated to 150 years  
Anniversary of Nikola Tesla’s birthday.   
With my colleague of od-do team, I developed the project, 
from modeling the initial ideas through production in 
workshops until the final setting-up on the stage. 

2006. 
client: National Theatre/ Belgrade, Serbia 
collaboration: Boris Caksiran and  , NY Terry O'Reilly 



                  face of the street  
 

Collaborator in the project of the drama artist Dušica Knežević 
- ‘’Face of the street’’(“Lice Ulice”) which was dedicated to the 
anniversary of birthday of Bertolt Brecht. I was involved in the 
project as a photographer, documenting the real scenes and 
people on the streets of Belgrade and setting the exhibition for 
the art festival.   

1998.  

event: BELEF, Belgrade Art Festival                                   
place: Cultural Center of Belgrade, www.kcb.org.rs  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                   

http://www.kcb.org.rs/


                                                                                                                                                    photography & collaborations                                  

 

::: following as a photographer the artist Nenad 
Andric in his performance ‘’Red line’’ 

1998-1999.                                                                                                                                  
collaboration: Student Cultural Center, Belgrade   

 

::: photographing Belgrade city slum as part of the 
project presented in “Ars Electronica Festival” in Linz, 
Austria 

1998.-1999.                                                                                                                                                        
collaboration: photographer and artist Vladimir Perić Talent  

 

::: photographer for the international “Street 
fashion magazine”, capturing the people on the Belgrade 
streets, their gesture, style, wardrobe ...       

2000-2001.                                                                                               

collaboration: Street Fashion Media GmbH / Vienna, Austria  



 III                                                                                   od-do arhitekti 
      

Design team founded by Nataša Ilinčić and her design 
partner Yugoslava Kljakić, at the beginning of 2005, in 
Belgrade.  

Our practice span across architectural concepts, 
interior and set design, to product design and 
collaborations in art fields. Influenced by architectural 
heritage of ex Yugoslavia, art scene in Belgrade 
developed in Nineties and design scene from West and 
Japan, our design was characterized by research of 
archetype forms, rawness of materials and 
unconventional approach in use. We often questioned 
habitual body postures and habits of living, and in our 
design we were looking to get closer to the nature of 
body and propose new ways of spending time. 
Significant part of our design process was 
experimenting with new materials and technologies, in 
search of response to environmental challanges.  

 

od-do.tumblr.com 

http://www.newitalianblood.com/showg.pl?id=3207 



                                                                                                

 
 
 
 
 
product design     

  



 
 deda … little thing 
 

   This piece is inspired by following story:                               
“Grandfather made a very small wooden chair to his 
grandson, before he was born. Now, grandson is 40 years old. 
A small chair still lives in grandmothers house : it keeps the 
door open, it serves as a stair to catch something that is 
placed on higher shelves in the kitchen, for sitting and taking 
shoes on in the hall, to climb when laundary has to be hanged 
on the terase, ... And meanwhile grate-grandson is sitting on 
it, when he visits now a great-grandmother. Little thing that 
„moves“ through house and pleases adults and children in 
various situations.“  

 The new „deda box“ is inspired by this story, borowing a part 
of its identity from this „little thing – nothing and everything“. 
Box and a sitting „thing“. Could be alone and goes well in the 
group, one above or beside another, facing up or down.  
Inside is a usual rectangular box, outside its curved sides 
make it comfortable for sitting or carrying.  Its form hide 
traditional serbian man hat. It can be used in private homes 
and particularly in schools or kindergartens spaces. It is made 
of birch plywood and veneer.   

2013. 

exhibition: Salone del Mobile, Milan 
prototype: Ergomade, Serbia 
 



                           telenor calendar 2010 
Design solution of the calendar intended to allow flexibility in 
creating each one’s “visual story” for year 2010. Anyone can 
create his/her own calendar of the coming year by placing 12 
green colour circles in form which one prefer. The message 
on every of circle / month, reminds us on the phenomena of 
nature - of the sun, the river, the forest, the air …  and that 
we are part of it all. 
 

Calendar consists of 12 circles, in 12 variations of green colour 
for 12 months. Each circle has two sides - one with calendar of 
the certain month and the other in green colour with a 
“message”. There are magnets in the center of every cardboard 
circle and there are 12 self-stick plates aside (in the shape of 
Telenor logo), which can be placed on any wall, glass, furniture 
surface.  The user can flip the calendar side of the month which 
he/she wants to look at and leave the rest of the circles in 
variations of green colour. 

2009.    

client: Telenor Foundation / Norway & Serbia 



 

 



     

                           day-night     
Day-Night is an interior lamp charged by solar energy during the 
day and therefore is an independent source of light during the 
night. Minimal design of the lamp, reduced to a symbol or a sign, 
emphasizes its basic function. 
On one side of the disc are integrated DSS cells that are charged 
during the day and supply LED diodes, at the other side of the 
disc, that produce light during the night. The round disc can be 
manually rotated and placed in different position regarding the 
day or night time.   

2008/9. 

prototype : Amiga /  Serbia  &  Schuco / Germany 

 
   



                            baba   
Baba is a low chair, whose shape is supposed to reminds us of 
a “grandmother's warm hug”. It activates our senses, as the 
structure of the chair is upholstered with a soft pillows and long 
“scarf” which can be wrapped around body.  

Baba consists of two elements: metal frame and upholstered 
body. Metal frame is made of round profiled pipes and wire 
meshwork. Upholstery consists of wool or cotton pillow-like 
forms filled with buckwheat seeds shells or feathers. 
Dimensions are 96 x108 cm, height 65 cm. 

2009.   

production: Carbono Design / Sao Paolo, Brasil               
award: Mikser Design Expo Award, Belgrade.  



                 75% - 25%  chair 
The chair has a function of a small stool with low and twisted 
back. It can be used for casual sitting in coffee shops, clubs, 
galleries… It is light, of minimal dimensions and adjustable to 
the different spontaneous body positions.  
The materialisation of the chair refers to uncontrolled 
consumerism of natural recourses and an increased waste in 
the environment. At the same time it questions an actual eco 
– dilemma in design production: wood or plastic. (“Projected 
wood terrain of Serbia is 42 percent, while today it is less than 
30 percent.”)   
Chair is a blend of wood /most represented natural material in 
production, whose sources are decreasing/ and recycled plastic 
/the most represented artificial material with increasing waste/. 
The sitting part is made of wood /~ 75%/ and twisted back is 
made of recycled plastic /~ 25 %/. 

2008. 

award: Sitting Green Award, 2009. / BDW 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                              plantpot +  
Plantpot + is redesign of an archetype form of the plantpot with 
a kind of “growth” which has a function of a small table. This 
“growth” place imposes closer connection between plant and 
user, a “talk with …” relation.  

Plantpot + is made of fine ductal cement -  ultra high 
performance cement with metal or organic fibre, very durable, 
strong and light, in variations of colours. 

2008.                                                        

prototype: Ilcantiere / Pordenone, Italy 



                                                                                                                                       hangerlamp 
A floor lamp which consists of metal frame and movable 
hanging light source. A tall hanger stand enables the light 
source to be attached to the height which suites the user, , to 
hang the magazine one is reading, a favorite photograph or 
postcard. Lamp's height is 200 cm and its width is 60 cm.  

The hanger stand is made of metal profiles plasticized in black 
and movable source of light that is made of metal and glass.   

2008. 

prototype: Vertigo Bird / Ljubljana, Slovenia 
prototype owner: Victor Hunt collection / Brussels, Belgium 
  

                            

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

      landscape carpet 
The 3D carpet simulates a soft earthly landscape. Opposite to 
conventional sofa, sitting-laying landscape carpet is a result of a 
need to be closer to the ground, to have a feeling of lying on the 
ground and be able to enjoy natural body postures. 
 
Landscape carpet has 8 modular geometrical division and each 
module can support the pillow. This scheme allows changing the 
pillow's position, and therefore, accommodate the body’s 
needs, at the moment. 
It is made of waterproof material and filled with EPS granules. 

2008.  
                                                                                                     
prototype: CCI / Belgrade, Serbia                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                      

   



 

                                                                                                                                       buzz   hanger 
The contour of standard coat hanger is decomposed with a 
matrices of natural structures.  Asymmetry in form hides the 
symmetry in function of hanging the wardrobe. Made of wood. 

2006.  

client: Delta Sport, Buzz shop / Belgrade, Serbia 



     

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                       cutt off  
Chest of drawers is designed as a monolith MDF cube with 
patchwork membrane, where each side seams like frontal one. 
Opening every drawer takes different move of the hands. Made 
of natural MDF with acryl varnish finishing and inserted pieces 
of dur aluminum and plexiglass.  

2006. 

     



tesla 
 

It is the concept of the lamp inspired by Nikola Tesla. Simple 
white bulb in “perpetual motion” enabled by curved steps of 
lamp’s legs. Made of steel. 

2006.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



research and production 
 

Our design process always included research, experimenting, 
making models and following the production of prototypes on 
site. 

 

 



 
 
 
 

                         
architecture and urban projects 



 

Zagora  Montenegro  
coast, near famous medieval town Kotor. The architectural  
concept of housing is based on archetype model of traditional  
stone house, interaction with urban matrix of existing old  
village Zagora and sustainable approach in using local materials,  
renewable energy sources, passive principles in  
construction, and responding to the local climate, flora and  
fauna.  

2008. 

client:  Aushra / Belgrade 

sustainable housing is located up above     
 

z agora  sustainable housing  



 

  
Redefining  and redesigning of an existing Usce  
park at New Belgrade, located on Danube and Sava river banks  
and famous for it’s contents like Museum of Contemporary  
Arts, Park of International friendship and the building of ex  
Yugoslavian Parlament. The basic concept was to keep the  
valuable green and historic  space and with light and soft  
interventions to provide the new spaces necessary today. The 
Park Usce is  transformed through different theme zones,  
including recreational area, open art exhibition area, sports, 
entertainment,  children area, historic route, concert area  ...  
   
2008. 

competition : Redesign of Belgrade City Park 
                      / Belgrade Architects Society  
Awarded project by BAS and City Architect 

belgrade  city park 



      new gate of belgrade  
A location that was earlier a symbol of state and army 
institutions, and have been bombed in 1999, was getting a new 
identity. The two existing gates in Belgrade (West and East) are 
residental and business towers and the New Gate aimed to be 
a  research and exhibition center in interaction of art, science 
and technology, dedicated to Nikola Tesla.  

Tesla Centre - Centre for Arts, Science and Technology 

Existing buildings on site, bombed locations and new structure 
are combined to establish new hybrid form. Different forms are 
treated equally to produce a new scheme of space. The new city 
gate aimed to be a 21st century symbol of the city – with its 
striking towers, light design and digital displays becomes a stage 
itself.  

2005. 

competition: New Gate of Belgrade  
                      / Belgrade Architects Society & Italian Embassy  

 
 



                                     glass house for 21st century 
Function, structure and design have been treated as related 
factors, dictated by the principal of minimal surface equals 
minimal energy. All-glass external skin and absence of 
internal partitions provide a visual and spatial continuity of 
interior and exterior space. Aerodynamic shape of glass 
envelope consists of triple-glassed sealed units with 
performances of low heat transmission values, reflecting 
infrared radiation and has integrated photovoltaic cells to 
produce electricity and provide shading.  

2007.  

competition: Pilkington glass / Lancashire, North England 
cooperation: with Jana Lipovski / Stuttgart, Germany  



 
 
 
 
 
set & interior design   

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  

 



                                                                                                                                        apartamnent and studio interiors   
Fragments of Interior design: 
> XIX century building, Design Studio, Belgrade                              
> Bulevar Apartment, Belgrade                                                              
> Apartment, New Belgrade 

2005/2006/2007. 

  
 
   



                     buzz experimental shops  
Interior design for experimental multi brand shop in main 
pedestrian street “Knez Mihailova” in the center of Belgrade 
and Delta city centar .   
   
2006.-2007.  

client: DELTA Sport/ Belgrade, Serbia 
award: ULUPUDS award the best interior design in 2006  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



   



 

buzz shop seasonal settings    

Set design for New Year 2007 inspired by old Serbian movies 
and traditional folklore art; set design for spring 2007 inspired 
by nature, green ideas, sustainable design and used in  
purpose of first  Redesign your mind  exhibition.  
   
2006 ./ 2007.  

client: DELTA Sport/ Belgrade, Serbia 
collaboration: Boris Caksiran, Ana Ilincic  



                                                elle decor_ new year photo set   
Set design for Elle Decor New Year 2009, special edition.        
Among numerous sets prepared for this special edition, the 
main one was done in Belgrade’s forest during the night, 
presented below.  
   
2008.  

client: Elle Decor/ Belgrade, Serbia 
photographer: Marko Todorovic  

 



 
 
 
 
  

                                      press & awards 
 
 
 
 
 



exhibitions 

Salone Satellite 09  
Milano, Italy, 2009.   

I DECO  
Istanbul, Turkey, 2009.   

Salone Satellite 08  
Milano, Italy 2008.   

100% EAST  
London Design Festival, 2006.   

Belgrade design week 
Belgrade, Serbia 
2006, 2007, 2008, 2009.   

awards  & selections 

Sitting green award  
2009.  
75%-25% chair awarded by the USAID 
office in Serbia, Belgrade Design Week 
and international jury panel: Konstantin 
Grcic, Shin Azumi, Tony Chambers, 
Birgit Lohmann ... 

Mikser design expo & KVART award  
2009. 
Baba low-chair awarded at Mikser 
Design Expo held in Belgrade, during 
Belgrade Design Week.  

Young serban designers selection 
2008. 
Young Serbian designers Selection for 
Salone Satellite in Milan, 2009  - tree 
out of ten            projects were od-do 
designs:  75%-25% chair,  day-night 
lamp & baba armchair. Konstantin Grcic 
was  chairman of the jury. 

Belgrade City park urban concept                             
competition awarded project     
2008.                                                                                            

                                                                                                                      
ULUPUDS award for the best 
inerior   design                                                   
2006/2007. 
BUZZ shop Belgrade Saloon of 
Architecture 



press_publishing   2010. 

   2008. 

2007.    
by Virginio Briatore, INTERNI 2008. 

2009. 



IV                                                                                          ngo expeditio 
  

My care for the environmental issues and education in 
architecture, follow the collaboration with NGO Expeditio 
(Center for sustainable spatial development, founded in 
1997 in Kotor, Montenegro), where we addressed various 
issues of sustainable spatial development with focus on 
promotion of sustainable principles in architecture and 
design, protection of landscapes and historical heritage, 
development of safe public spaces for all. The main 
activities developed by Expeditio involved: developing 
studies and researches, organizing events (workshops, 
discussions, lectures, seminars, exhibitions …), advocacy 
activities, campaigns, publishing, actions in public spaces 
etc. During our collaboration, I initiated and guided 
several projects, presented on the following pages. 

www.expeditio.org 

 



                                                                                                                                                                                           benefit living 
Exploration of possible new models of contemporary, low energy and low 
cost houses which could respond with authenticity to characteristics of 
Montenegrin surroundings and moreover contain  the accomplishments of 
contemporary architecture.   

activities: 
 
:::  Benefit-Living web articles : research and writing articles on the subject of 
sustainable houses, theories and practices in sustainable planning and 
developing, cost benefit, theory of resilience ... 
 
::: Organizing workshop in Kotor, Montenegro about “Benefit houses” models  
 
2010-2011. 
funded: European Union  

www.expeditio.org/benefit-living/         

     

                                                    

                                                   eo2  bilten 
Writing the monthly web article-newsletter and designing the eo2 
platform, about sustainable principles in building and design, with new 
examples from the world of architecture and design. Web articles were 
part of promotion campaign of construction of the first UN building and 
first office building in this region (UN building in Podgorica, Montenegro) 
built according to sustainable building principles.  

2006-2007.                                       
funded: UNDP 

eo2 - bilten 
EXPEDITIO 

http://www.expeditio.org/benefit-living/


think about the space 
Pointing out the negative trends of devastation of illegal building 
in Montenegro, the main activity of the project was campaign 
named by  well known slogan “wild beauty”, used in official 
promotion of Montenegro country and renamed into “wild 
building”.  

2005-2006. 
funded: European Agency for Reconstruction, Podgorica  
 

 menaging the space - eu standards 
The project aimed to reach wide audience and promote  European 
standards and good practices in the field of urban planning, sustainable 
development and cultural heritage. The activities included creating 
educative video animation ‘’Relation to the space‘’, exchanging practice 
with Urban Planning Institutions in Slovenia and organizing meetings at 
universities and in local municipalities. 

2005-2006.                                                                                                                                                                         
funded: European Integration Fund, Belgrade                                                                      

 

ecological building 
Web educational platform aimed to inform about different aspects of 
sustainable development in the field of ecological building, energy 
consumption and environmental protection. 

2003-2004.  
funded: Republic of Montenegro  
                                                                                          

WILD BEAUTY        WILD BUILDING 

http://www.expeditio.org/benefit-living/


       educational website for children  
One year project dedicated to creation of  educational web site for 
children, as a journey through history and culture about old (Unesco) 
town Kotor. It was meant to be an online guide through rich heritage of 
town, told from perspective of children and intended to children who 
live or visiting Kotor, or simply want to learn about this unique town. 
The story about the town created for children did not exist and we aimed 
to make one that will familiarize children with the town in a way which 
is suited for them, to arouse their curiosity and raise awareness of the 
values of the place they live in and encourage a responsible and caring 
attitude toward the town.  

Website shows historical periods and geography of Boka Kotorska, 
important places and buildings of Kotor (churches, squares, piazzas ...), 
town stories and legends, important figures for the town history, etc. - 
all told as a dialogue between girl and boy from Kotor who lead the 
story, with lots of local expressions characteristically used in Boka 
Kotorska. 

Research, concept idea, graphic design and content editing of digital tour 
through history of town (its rich culture, art, legends, authentic natural 
landscape, diversity of people, …)  by Natasa Ilincic.  

2011. 
         funded: Government of Republic of Montenegro 

 
collaboration: Senka Kljakic (illustrations) and Studio Solutions         
(technical web solution).  

            
 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fine 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

*** Autorizzo il trattamento dei miei dati personali ai sensi del Decreto Legislativo 30 giugno 2003, n. 196 "Codice in materia di  protezione dei dati personali". 
***Most of the images here present the work created by Natasa Ilincic or work collaborations in which she took part. The images of other authors are signed by their name. 
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